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INTRODUCTION
Dear TEGV Volunteer,
For 10 weeks, you will be doing creative works by bringing together a group of 3rd and 4th
graders with art. These gatherings, which will occur once a week are precious for children.
Art may be one of the most valuable learning fields through which children can freely create
and express themselves based on their thinking and imaginary worlds, which enhances the
variety and quality of their experiences through training, and thus has a positive impact on
their development.
We know art is magic! Art contributes to the development of children as sensitive individuals
to the environment. It is a perfect learning tool that provides us with the opportunity to see
ourselves and the world around us from different perspectives. It can build connections
between many things such as space, individual, object and emotion. In art, colors turn into
painting, and paintings and forms are transformed into emotions and thoughts.
At workshop gatherings, communication is established through a soft tone of voice so as to
gain the children's trust. We aim to introduce children with the basic concepts of art and to
ensure that they develop an interest in them. Our target is to inform them about different
issues, materials and application methods far from stereotype applications, and then to get
them to discover their abilities and to know a few artists and art works about which they can
get informed.
In our daily lives, we come across a plethora of visuals in different fields such as architecture,
visual arts, books, television, photographs and the Internet. All these information and visuals
that have an impact on our lives do not only provide children to develop their own viewpoints
and thoughts but also contribute to their creativity. Art is also universal, and it travels beyond
the borders of time, history, language and space.
When children are introduced to different subjects and materials, they interact with what they
have made and develop many skills, and they demonstrate their creativity and awareness.
Group work enables individuals to verbally think together, exchange ideas, share, and
perform joint studies in collaboration.
Every child is unique. He/She can discover his/her identity and personality through art. Every
child has a different sense of time. Some want to express themselves by fully concentrating
in a very short time, and some patiently by struggling for a very long time. Therefore, the time
to be spent may vary from person to another in art works. Regarding those who generally
quickly finish their work, it may be possible to get them to gain new perspectives on their
work by talking to them about the subject of the work and their ideas on it. Thus, their
working time can be prolonged a little more.
The TEGV volunteer must assume the role of a driving force and a facilitator for the children
to see things better, to be curious and to examine and think. Dynamic idea and information
sharing between the volunteer and the children is necessary in order to nourish and improve
creativity and to get them to gain new
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skills. When a child is performing works such as painting, sculpture, clay, puppet and the like,
he/she performs art in his/her own language. Along the process of performing their works, it
is of great importance for the children to establish a dialogue with the volunteer in order to
question, to make connections, and to move towards innovative perspectives and solutions.
The TEGV art volunteer prepares the materials and equipment to be used in the work/works
about half an hour before the children arrive at the work area.During the 10-week art
workshop performance, the children use their sketchbooks. In the sketchbook, there are
quick drawings, uncompleted drafts of paintings, small-sized collages, notes etc. The child
who finishes the workshop work can do free work on his/her sketchbook. Thus, the working
process is documented in their sketchbooks.
In order for the weekly art gatherings to be efficient, the volunteer develops a social contract
together with the children in the first week gathering. The layout of the workshop, the use of
tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general behavior and attitude
are discussed and agreed on. The children find a name for their own groups. The items of
the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall at the beginning of the
workshop activity and is removed at the end of the work. The children are reminded of these
items during workshop gatherings.
The volunteer must get prepared by reading the contents of the week's work in The Volunteer
Art Guide Book prior to each workshop. The volunteer pays attention to time management in
order for the 90-minute workshop gatherings to be efficient.During the weekly 90-minute
gatherings along 10 weeks, art work is performed with various materials in programs with a
variety of content. The volunteer reads the memo about the content of the workshop work
and informs the children about the subject to be worked on. He/She shows samples of artists'
works during the weeks when artists are introduced. In this way, the children become aware
of what to do. Children at this age group can be more selective in the subjects they are
interested in and they want to interpret things from their own perspective and develop their
own styles. As they make paintings, sculptures, clay, puppet etc., they express their ideas
and what they have learned in their own artistic language. In these workshops, children will
learn about the life stories and works of two important artists, get inspired, and experiment
their creativity with you by using different materials based on a variety of subjects attracting
their interests.
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WEEK 1: First Meeting with the Children and Dialogue
NOTE TO THE VOLUNTEER:First Meeting with the Children and Dialogue


 














 



















When children first enter the training venue, they
 are welcomed and everyone sits in
a circle around a table or on suitable soft floor.

The volunteer introduces himself/herself and TEGV.

He/she asks children their names and meets them. Each participant is given a
tag/paper tape.
 The participants write their first names on the tape and attach it on
their collars.
They are told that they will gather once a week in the 10-week
period and perform
creative art works on different subjects with various materials.
The importance of creativity, imagination and self expression is emphasized. Different
art works nourish
 children's souls, brains and creativity as well as increasing their
self-confidence.
Children are asked what comes to their minds when they hear the word "art." Artistic
examples are given (for example, painting, sculpture, printing etc.). They are told
about the types of the materials and techniques they will use in their art work
(materials like paint and clay, techniques such as painting, collage, sculpture). A
discussion is held about subjects such as the visual artists they know ofand like,
where art can be seen, how art can be accessed in the virtual environment.
In order to motivate the children and boost their self-confidence, they are told that
three of their works will be selected and displayed at a TEGV unit at the end of the
program. The three works of each child to be displayed in the exhibition is chosen
during the evaluation at the end of the weekly
 workshops. (The volunteer makes note
of the three works belonging to each child.)

Practical information on workshop working area is given:

The materials and tools and equipment organized in a way to ensure effective

learning in the workshop are introduced and the way to use them is taught.
They are reminded that the workshop is also usedby other children/people and that
they, therefore, should maintain the order as it is.
Depending on the content and materials to be used in the weekly workshop, the
volunteer comes to the workshop half an hour before the children arrive in order to
get prepared. Materials, videos to be watched, and visuals to be shown
 etc.,
depending on the content of the week, are made available in the workshop.
Paint brushes are only for painting purposes; the brushes to be used for glue are kept
separately and washed carefully with soap (otherwise, they get stiff and cannot be
used again). Paint brushes are also washed after use. The brushes are placed in a
vertical position with the cap pointing upwards. Children are reminded
not to pour
materials such as clay and glue in the sink as they would clog the pipes.
Waste paintings and papers
 are utilized, and all picture/cardboard/A4 papers are
used with ultimate care.
In order not to mix the
 children's works, their names and surnames are written on the
back of their works.
In the last 15-20 minutes of the workshop,
desks, materials and equipment are

cleaned and placed appropriately.
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Works completed are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. 3D
works are shown to children.
 Finally, an evaluation is made, and children briefly report
what they have achieved.
In order for the weekly art gatherings to be efficient, the volunteer develops a social contract
together with the children in the first week gathering. The layout of the workshop, the use of
tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general behavior and attitude
are discussed and agreed upon. The children find a name for their own groups. The items of
the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall at the beginning of the
workshop activity and removed at
the end of the work. The children are reminded of these
items during workshop gatherings.

Children are told to meet their needs 
such as drinking water and going to the
restroom before they start their work.

GROUP AGREEMENT: SOCIAL CONTRACT
DURATION: 25 minutes
A group agreement (social contract) is developed together with the children. The layout of the
workshop, the use of tools and equipment, expectations from the children and their general
behavior and attitude are determined and discussed. The children find a name for their own
groups. The items of the agreed social contract are written on paper and posted on the wall
at the beginning of the workshop activity and removed at the end of the work. The children
are reminded of these items during workshop gatherings.

1. ACTIVITY:"MY SKETCHBOOK" MAKING A COVER
DESIGN
MATERIALS:
Unlined empty notebook, white/colored drawing paper the size of the sketchbook cover, all
types of pen (pencil, colored, felt-tip pen) scissors, glue stick
DURATION: 30 minutes

Remarks:
Many artists use sketchbooks. Many artists such as Leonardo Da vinci, who lived 500 years ago and
is one of the most important artists of the Renaissance period, and Henri Matisse and Frida Kahlo,
who are among the most renowned artists of the 20th century, made drawings in their sketchbooks
and took notes. Thus, we can see how these artists thought and how they improved themselves
even today. They always looked at their sketchbooks when they needed to be inspired again.
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During the 10-week workshop, the sketchbook will
be used as an art diary in a sense. The more the
children
perform
drawings,
writings,
collages,designs, etc.
in these, the more useful
these sketchbooks will be. Children will be able to
document how they thought and what they did in
these sketchbooks.
The sketchbooks are given to the children every
week during workshop gatherings. Children leave
these sketchbooks in the workshop at the end of
their work. They can take these sketchbooks home
at the end of the 10-week training period.
The front and back covers of the sketchbook are
designed in an original way so as to reflect their
owners or contents.
GAINS:
o Children notice the importance of making the use of a sketchbook a
habitoThey enjoy using a sketchbook.
oIn the long run, the sketchbook of each child has the quality of being a document.
o How could the cover design of a sketchbook be? (In a way to reflect its owner or its
contents.)
PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about the sketchbook cover design they will work on,
materials are placed on the desks.
1. They are given information about the cover design work to be performed titled "My
Sketchbook." They are told about what cover design is by being shown different book cover
designs.
2. Each child is provided with an unlined sketchbook and are told to design the front and
back covers carefully with felt-tip pen etc. as they wish.
3. The front and back covers of the sketchbook are covered with white or colored drawing
paper by using glue stick. Children design the covers as they wish.
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ACTIVITY 2: MAKING A ZENTANGLE
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, black thin felt-tip pens
DURATION: 30 minutes

Remarks:
A zentangle is created with repeated motifs and designs within a certain frame. Children start
with drawing a frame (square, circle etc.) with a black thin felt-tip pen and they make free
drawings inside the frame with a black felt-tip pen.

They make Zentangle designs on their sketchbooks.
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GAINS:
Children learn how to make a Zentangle design with lines in a balanced way inside a frame
by using limited number of colors.
PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
Children watch a 5-minute video introducing Zentangle titled "A Simple Zentangle Design":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne11CFefrkI
After the children are informed about the Zentangle design they will work on, materials are
placed on the desks.
1. Children draw a frame (square, circle etc.) with a black thin felt-tip pen on their
sketchbooks.
2. They create a Zentangle design with repeated, imaginary lines inside the frame with a
black thin felt-tip pen.
ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up, the children show their sketchbook cover
designs and Zentangle works. Children briefly report on what they have achieved.
Children choose 3 Zentangle works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the
rest of the works are wrapped and taken home.
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2. WEEK: BASIC COLOR KNOWLEDGE

Remarks:
The English scientist Isaac Newton (1642-1727) discovered as a result of his
experiments on light that when a ray of white light is passed through a prism, it is split
into different colors of the rainbow.
Colors are divided into two groups: primary and secondary colors.
PRIMARY COLORS: red, yellow, blue
When primary colors are mixed, secondary colors appear. (Red and yellow give
orange, yellow and blue give green, blue and red give purple.)
SECONDARY COLORS: orange, green, purple
Primary and secondary colors are divided into two groups: warm and cool colors.
WARM COLORS: yellow, red, orange
COOL COLORS: blue, green, purple

Children learn about basic colors.

1. ACTIVITY:
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, red, yellow, blue transparent cellophane paper, scissors, glue
stick TIME:35 minutes
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COLOR DISCOVERY: PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS
Different colors are searched with the primary
colors of red, yellow and blue cellophane papers
on sketchbooks.
PRIMARY COLORS: red, yellow, blue
When primary colors are mixed, secondary
colors appear. (Red and yellow give orange,
yellow and blue give green, blue and red give
purple.)
SECONDARY COLORS: orange, green, purple

GAINS:
o
o
o
o
o
o

What are the primary colors? (Red, yellow, blue.)
What are secondary colors and how are they obtained? (The primary colors are
mixed , and the secondary colors of orange, green and purple are obtained.)
Are there any other colors other than these six colors? (An infinite number of colors
can be obtained by mixing colors.)
Where in the nature and in what weather conditions can we see colors altogether?
(Rainbow.)
Do colors have any effects on people? (Joy, calmness, peace of mind, tension, worry
etc.)
What is the most liked color in general? (Blue.)

Children respond to such questions. They learn the basic color knowledge of primary and
secondary colors and their effects.
PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
In order for the children to reinforce their knowledge of primary and secondary colors, they
watch the 2-minute video "The Painter's Color Wheel":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO30zFqpj-c
After the children are informed about basic color knowledge they will work on, materials are
placed on the desks.
1. Children cut the transparent red, yellow and blue (main colors) cellophane papers into
smaller pieces and glue them on their sketchbooks with glue stick.
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2. Again, the cellophane papers in primary colors are cut into pieces and are glued on the
sketchbooks. Once more, the cellophane papers in primary colors are cut into pieces, put on
top of each other and secondary colors (orange, green, purple) are obtained and glued on
the sketchbooks.
3. Free, different color search is performed by putting cellophane papers on top of each
other.

2. ACTIVITY: MAKING A SCENERY PAINTING WITH WARM AND COOL
COLORS
MATERIALS: A3 white drawing paper, water color, brush, water cup, apron
DURATION: 40 minutes
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Remarks:
When the color circle is divided into two, warm colors appear on one side while cool
colors appear on the other side.
WARM COLORS: yellow, red, orange
COOL COLORS: blue, green, purple

Children draw a scenery painting with warm and cool colors.

GAINS:
o What are warm colors? (Yellow, red, orange.o What is
the warmest place on earth? (The sun.)

o What are the effects of warm colors on people? (A warm
effect.) o What are cool colors? (Blue, green, purple.)
o What is the coolest place on earth? (The poles.)
o What are the effects of cool colors on people? (A cool effect.)
Children respond to such questions. They learn and distinguish between warm and cool
colors.
PLANNING:
After the children are informed about basic color knowledge and warm/cool colors they will
work on, materials are placed on the desks.
Two children share one water color box.
1. They paint a scenery painting on A3 white drawing paper with warm and cool colors
(sunrise/sunset, the sea, the sky etc.).
ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up, and works on basic color knowledge are
either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they
have achieved.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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3. WEEK: GETTING TO KNOW AN ARTIST - THE PAINTER FRIDA KAHLO (1907-1954)

One of the most famous painters of the last century, Frida Kahlo was born near Mexico City. Known
with her private life as well as her paintings, Frida Kahlo had polio when she was six, which would
affect all her life. Frida, whose life was occupied by health problems, wanted to be a doctor and thus
she started medicine education after high school. At school, she met the famous painter Diego Rivera,
who was working on a wall painting there. The same year, when she was 18, the bus she took on the
way home crashes into a tram. A steel pipe that pierces through her femur causes multiple fractures in
her body and she gets heavily wounded. After this accident which affected her life, her whole body up
to her neck remains in plaster cast for months. Then, she starts painting, which would become the
biggest passion of her life, during her recuperation period while she is bedridden. They place a mirror
over her bed so that she can see herself. By looking at the reflection of her new look, she produces
the self-portrait in velvet clothes, which is her first work. She underwent 32 surgeries after the accident
and she had to live in steel corset throughout her life. When she visits Dieogo Rivera she admires in
order to get his opinion about her paintings, Diego is deeply influenced by Frida's paintings. This visit
marks the beginning of their fluctuating relationship they will have.Following her marriage with Diego in
1929, Frida changed her approach to painting. She started to paint her internal and daily emotional
world in a unique way. After long trips with her husband, they went back to Mexico and settled in Casa
Azul (The Blue House) where she lived during her childhood years. In approximately 50 self-portraits
she made, we can see her in her typical dress style, in traditional Mexican clothes, in ruffled long skirts
and with different styles of hair. Influenced by Mexican traditions and its colorful nature and animal
diversity, in her paintings Kahlo deals with themes such as flowers and fruits, identity, gender, fertility
and death. She held her first solo exhibition in 1938 in New York, which was greatly admired. The
following year when she went to Paris, The Louvre Museum bought one of her works and included it in
its collections. In Paris, she met surrealist artists and Kahlo's works started to be associated with the
Surrealist movement.The movement known as Surrealism which appeared in France in 1924
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represents the irrational reflections of dreams, imagination and the subconscious. Frida
Kahlo did not agree with those who described her as surrealist.

In 1943, she started to teach painting at a fine arts school. Her health gradually deteriorated
and she underwent many operations; as of the 1950s, she started to use a wheelchair.In
1953, she was taken to her first solo exhibition in her country in her bed being carried to the
exhibition venue. Frida Kahlo died at the age of 47 in Casa Azul.
Diego Rivera donated the house to the state in 1955, and the house was turned into Frida
Kahlo Museum. Today, Kahlo has been a popular international cultural icon with her
impressive works and personality.
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Remarks:
One of the most famous painters of the last century, Frida Kahlo was born in Mexico.
Known with her private life as well as her paintings, Frida Kahlo had polio when she was six,
which would affect all her life. When she is 18 years old,
the bus she takes on the way home crashes into a tram. A steel pipe that pierced through
her femur causes multiple fractures in her body and she gets heavily
wounded. After this accident which affected her life, her whole body up to her neck
remains in plaster cast for months. In 1929, she marries the painter Diedo Rivera. After she got
married,
Frida changed her approach to painting. In a distinctive style,
she started to paint her internal and daily emotional world. In approximately 50 paintings she
made,
we can see her in her typical dress style, in traditional Mexican clothes, in
ruffled long skirts and with different styles of hair and jewelry. She opened her first
solo exhibition in 1938 in New York, which was greatly admired. In 1953, she was carried to her
first solo exhibition in her country in her bed
as her doctor forbid her
to leave her bed. Frida Kahlo died at the age of 47 in Casa Azul. Diego Rivera
donated the house to the state in 1955, and the house serves as Frida Kahlo Museum today.

INFORMATION ABOUT FRIDA KAHLO (1907-1954) FOR THE VOLUNTEERS:
4-minute video titled "The Life Of The Famous Painter Frida Kahlo":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZDrVAxFaOA
Salma Hayek played the character of Frida Kahlo in the 2002 movie named
"Frida."

ACTIVITY: MAKING A PAINTING WITH A STORY BY GETTING INSPIRED
BY FRIDA KAHLO AND FINDING A TITLE 16
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, 35x50 drawing paper, colored and felt-tip pens, oil
pastel, acrylic paint, brush, water cup, apron

TIME: 75 minutes
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Remarks:
Her sketchbooks were always an important tool for Frida Kahlo. She made drawings and color search
and made notes on her sketchbooks all her life. Children will paint their own stories and find a
suitable title for their works by getting inspiration from Frida Kahlo's works.
Frida Kahlo named her works with various titles such as "Two Fridas", "The Broken Pillar", "The
Wounded Deer", "Self-portrait with Monkey", "My birth", "The Wounded Desk", "My Dress on the
Hanger".

Children make paintings with titles by being inspired by Frida Kahlo.
GAINS:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What kind of life did Frida Kahlo have? (Unhealthy.)
Are her experiences reflected in her paintings? What kind of emotions do they carry?
(She reflects her internal and daily emotional world in her paintings.)
Children can talk about their own emotions.
How does Frida Kahlo display herself? Can you understand her personality
type by looking at her paintings? (She reflects her tragic life.)
How many self-portraits did she make? (Around 50.)
Are the country she lived in and its culture reflected in her paintings? (In the
ambiance and clothes in her paintings.)
Children choose several works and compare them.
What could the meaning of animals such as monkey in her paintings be?
(Maybe, she loved animals because they did not have any children.)

Children respond to such questions. Children learns about the painter Frida Kahlo
and her works, they do some practices by connecting with her paintings and they
name the paintings they will make.
PLANNING:
Children watch the 2-minute video titled "Frida Kahlo for Kids":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdpzrbiyunM
The volunteer is informed about the work involving making a painting with a story by getting
inspiration from Frida Kahlo and finding a title they will work on.
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about making a painting with a story by getting inspiration
from Frida Kahlo and finding a title they will work on, materials are placed on the desks.
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1. Titles are determined for the painting the children will make being inspired by Frida's
paintings (Each child finds a different title.)
2. They make quick preliminary drawings on their sketchbooks for the painting for which
they have found a title with colored and felt-tip pens and oil pastels..
3. The painting related to the chosen title is drawn on 30x50 cm white or colored paper
with pencil or oil pastel..
4. The picture drawn is painted with acrylic paint.
(Optionally, oil pastel is partially applied over dried acrylic paint.) 5. The title
of the painting is written on the back of the painting. ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. The story paintings that the children named are
either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they have
achieved.

Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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4. WEEK: DESIGNING FASHION AND JEWELRY BY GETTING
INSPIRATION FROM FRIDA KAHLO

Remarks:
Starting with her childhood, Frida Kahlo developed a style of her own in clothing different
from other women. Frida, who has become a fashion style icon with her clothes today,
designed clothes for herself by getting inspiration from traditional Mexican culture. She still
continues to be a source of inspiration for many fashion designers in the world.

Based on Frida Kahlo's long, colorful dresses and accessories, children design
imaginary dresses and jewelry..

ACTIVITY 1: DESIGNING AN IMAGINARY DRESS BY GETTING
INSPIRATION FROM FRIDA KAHLO 19
MATERIALS: Sketchbook, cardboard, pencil and color pen, eraser, colored paper,
construction paper, glue stick, glue, scissors, apron
TIME: 45 minutes
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GAINS:
o Children become aware of Frida Kahlo’s style, understanding of fashion and
jewelry. o They design imaginary dresses and jewelry.
PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about designing imaginary clothes and jewelry being
inspired by Frida Kahlo's dressing style they will work on, materials are placed on the
desks.
1. It is determined for whom the cloth will be designed (woman, man).
2. Children design imaginary clothes on their sketchbooks with pencil and color pens.
3. A human model is drawn and cut out from the cardboard.
4. Cloth designs are drawn on colored paper, construction paper, clothes, they are cut
out, placed on the cardboard human model and stuck with glue stick/glue.

ACTIVITY 2: DESIGNING JEWELRY
MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, carton, paper, pencil and felt-tip pen, wire for jewelry, colored pipette, beads,
ribbon, cloth, (metal brooch pin) foil, glue, brush, (silicon glue to be used by the volunteer),
scissors, apron
DURATION: 30 minutes
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PLANNING:
Materials to be used for jewelry design are laid out on the desks and examined.
1. It is determined for whom the cloth will be designed (woman, man).
2. Children draw jewelry designs on their sketchbooks with pencil and color pens.
3. Each child produces a couple of jewelry such as bracelets, necklaces and brooches with
the materials supplied.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children introduce their fashion and
jewelry designs to the whole group.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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5. WEEK: SHAPING AN ANIMAL WITH CLAY AND CREATING A
HABITAT

Remarks:
Thousand of years ago, humans made their pots out of clay. They used clay as a building material and also
wrote on clay tablets. Many examples can be found in Anatolia. Clay is a material formed naturally as a
result of mixing of the materials such as sand, dust, and dirt with water.

Children draw pictures of animals and habitats.

ACTIVITY 1: DRAWING ANIMALS AND THEIR HABITATS
MATERIALS: Sketchbooks, pencils, color and felt-tip pens, erasers
DURATION: 25 minutes
GAINS:
o What is clay, and where is it found? (Natural material found in the nature, mud, dirt.) o
What is 3D property? (It comprises width, length and depth, and is seen from all angles.)

o What is a habitat? (The natural living environment of a living entity.)
o How do habitats differ from each other? (Climate characteristics,
vegetation etc.) o What animals are interesting for you?
Children respond to such questions. They learn about clay and habitat, and they shape
animals with clay.
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PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about clay animals and habitats they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
1. Children draw pictures of animals and habitats of their choice on their sketchbooks with
pencil, color and felt-tip pens.

2. ACTIVITY:
SHAPING ANIMALS WITH CLAY AND CREATING A
HABITAT WITH VARIOUS MATERIALS

Remarks:
By using the experimental material of clay, children create domestic, wild or extinct
animals. Toothpicks can be used to form the features of animals such as their hair.
Animal habitats are made on cardboard surface (or in the box) using wood stick, raffia, cloth
and recyclable materials.
Animals are shaped with clay, and the animals' natural environments, habitats, are formed.
Animals are shaped with clay, and habitats are created.
MATERIALS:
25x25 cm cardboard for the base, a piece of clay, toothpick (can be used as scraping
tool), water cup, apron
For the habitats, cardboard/box, wood stick, sand, raffia, cloth, recyclable materials,
newspaper, glue
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TIME:50 minutes
GAINS:
o

o

What are the differences between the drawings and the shapes made with clay? What is
the difference between 2D and 3D? Structures with 3D can be seen from all angles,
because

they include width, length and depth.)
Is a painting three dimensional? (It has two dimensions with only width and length.)

Children respond to such questions. They learn about clay and give shape to it, they
learn what a habitat is and create a suitable habitat for the animals they choose.
PLANNING:
The volunteer makes preparations for the clay work before the children arrive at the
workshop.
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about clay animals and habitats they will work on,
materials are placed on the desks.
They are also informed that clay is usually cooked in the oven at high temperatures.
(Since there is no ceramic oven, basic experimentation is performed without cooking.)
Children are informed that in order to "stick" the small pieces of clay in the shape of ears,
nose, tail etc. onto then animal's body, they should scrape the surface on which the clay
piece will be placed with a toothpick and then "stick" it with water.
1. The desks are covered with newspaper/plastic etc. before work is started.
2. When animal and habitat drawings are completed, each child is provided with
25x25 cm cardboard to be used for the base and a piece of clay prepared as big as a
punch.
In order to remove the air trapped in the clay, children knead it over the cardboard and
shape it as a ball.
4. They shape the clay in their hands in the form an animal of their choice.
5. With small pieces of clay, ears, noses and tails are shaped and placed in the
appropriate places on the surface and the animal is finalized.
6. Habitats for clay animals are made on cardboard surface (or in the box) using a
variety of materials.
7. Hands and desks are cleaned.
(*8. Optionally, clay animals can be painted with acrylic paint while still wet. When it
becomes dry, the volunteer can varnish it so that a shiny appearance can be obtained.)
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As long as the product is not cooked in the oven, it is used for only decorative purposes.
ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on the animals
they shaped out of clay and the habitats they created using various materials. Products
are left to dry.
When the clay works have dried, children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival
purposes, and the rest of the works are wrapped and taken home.
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6. WEEK: KNOWING AN ARTIST: SALVADOR DALI (1904-1989) AND
SURREALISM

20. One of the most important artists of the 20th century, the Spanish Salvador Dali is the
most remarkable representative of the Surrealism movement and the pioneer of modern art.
In addition to painting, he was occupied with sculpture, film, photography, writing, and he
designed costumes for theater.
As a result of his mother's encouragement, he started to study at a private painting school.
He opened his first exhibition in the city of Figueres when he was 15. He received education
at the Fine Arts Academy in the capital city, Madrid. Later, he went to Paris, where he met
surrealist writers and artists.. The unusual approach of the surrealists to art drew Dali's
attention. His dealing with dreams and the subconscious occupies a significant place in his
artistic creativity. He always kept a pen and a piece of paper, and he took notes and
drawings of what he saw in his dreams in order not to forget them. One of his most famous
and extraordinary works is "Lobster Telephone" he made in 1936. The Spanish Civil War and
The World War I had a great influence on Dali. She went to the United States with his wife,
Gala, and they lived there for 9 years. As his source of inspiration, his wife Gala modeled for
many of his works.
Dali was attracting attention with his works as well as his impressive personality, ideas, and
different appearance.
In his works, we see his dreams, fantasies, fears and imaginations, which are also the artist's
source of inspiration, in unusual forms. One of Dali's most famous works, "The Persistence of
Memory", was created by an unusual power of imagination. (It is also known as "Soft
Watches" or "Melting Watches"). In this painting he made by getting inspiration from melting
cheese in the heat of August, we see a dried olive tree, a weird human face and melting
watches with a wide beach in the background. It gives impressions such as time flowing
between reality and dreams and eternity.
Dali passed away in 1938 at the age of 84 in the city of Figueres where Salvador Dali
Theater and Museum he had been working for a long time is located.
He left more than 1,500 paintings, sculptures, lithographs, furniture and jewelry designs. Dali
and his works still continue to influence today's artists.
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SURREALISM
Surrealism developed in France in the 1920s between World War I and II. Surrealist artists
produce their works by not using reason and logic but by reflecting what is in the
subconscious. They reflect the realities in the subconscious far from traditions and habits and
where there is no pressure as in the dreams.
Surrealist artists such as Salvador Dali reflect their imagination and emotions that are made
up of surrealist elements and thoughts. They believe that what guides people is their
instincts. They also want to make people think with their unusual, original and freely created
surrealist works.
Surrealism affected many fields of art, primarily literature and painting, such as sculpture and
music.

Remarks:
20. One of the most important artists of the 20th century, the Spanish Salvador Dali is the
most remarkable representative of the Surrealism movement and the pioneer of modern art.
He opened his first exhibition at the age of 15, and later he studies at the Fine Arts Academy
in the capital city, Madrid. He went to Paris, where he met surrealist writers and artists.
Surrealist artists produce their works by not using reason and logic but by reflecting what is in
the subconscious. The unusual approach of the surrealists to art drew Dali's attention. His
dealing with dreams and the subconscious occupies a significant place in his artistic
creativity. One of his most famous and extraordinary works is "The Lobster Telephone" he
made in 1936. Dali was attracting attention with his works as well as his impressive
personality, ideas, different appearance and his long moustaches. The Spanish Civil War and
The World War I had a great influence on Dali. He went to the United States with his wife
Gala and they lived there for 9 years. In his works, we see his dreams, fantasies, fears and
imaginations, which are also the artist's source of inspiration, in unusual forms. One of Dali's
most famous works, "The Persistence of Memory", was created by an unusual power of
imagination. Dali passed away in 1938 at the age of 84 in the city of Figueres where
Salvador Dali Theater and Museum he had been working for a long time is located. He left
more than 1,500 works. Dali and his works still continue to influence today's artists!

Children draw a surrealist portrait of Salvador Dali with moustache.

INFORMATION ABOUT SALVADOR DALI FOR THE VOLUNTEERS:
14-minute video titled "A Surrealist Genius":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-QbjW5n1TE
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GAINS:
o How do you find Salvador Dali's works? (Funny, weird, freakish) o What
kinds of art works did Dali create? (Surrealist.)
o What was his wife's name? (Gala.)
o What would you use in creating a surrealist sculpture? (All types of materials
etc.) o Do surrealist artists exist today? (Yes, they do.)
o Is there anyone who is surrealist among you? (Inspired by dreams and the
subconscious.)
Children respond to such questions. They learn about Salvador Dali and his works, and they
develop an opinion about surrealism.

ACTIVITY 1: DRAWING A FUNNY AND SURREALIST PORTRAIT OF
SALVADOR DALI WITH A MOUSTACHE

The world knows Salvador Dali with his famous moustache! When people see Dali, they are
surprised a lot!

MATERIALS:
Sketchbooks, color and felt-tip pens

TIME: 45 minutes
PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
The 4-minute video titled "Salvador Dali Brief Biography and His Artwork" is watched:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5Lg5mk74NA
After the children are informed about making a surrealist portrait they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
1. Children draw portraits with moustache on their sketchbooks with color and felt-tip pens by
looking at Salvador Dali's photographs.
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ACTIVITY 2: MAKING A MAGAZINE COLLAGE ON AN
IMAGINARY TOPIC

Remarks:
Children find pictures, words and sentences from magazines and newspapers that look interesting to
them with unreal elements, ideas and imagination, cut them out and form a surrealist collage by making
drawings on them.

They form surrealist collages.

MATERIALS:
A3 background paper, newspaper, magazine, scissors, glue stick, color and
felt-tip pens TIME: 30 minutes

GAINS:
o

They form an opinion about surrealism.

o While they are drawing pictures on the pictures, words and sentences they cut out
from newspapers and magazines, their understanding of composition is reinforced as
a result of forming surrealist collages.

PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about surrealist magazine collage they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
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1. Children find pictures, words and sentences from magazines and newspapers that look
interesting to them, cut them out and arrange them as they wish on A3 background paper
and glue them with glue stick.
2. Optionally, they can complete their surrealist collages with drawings and coloring.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up, and Dali's portraits with moustache and
surrealist collage pictures are either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches.
Children briefly report on what they have achieved.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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7. WEEK: MAKING SUPER SURREALIST DREAM PAINTINGS AND
FINDING SURREALIST TITLES

Remarks:
By getting inspiration from Salvador Dali's works, children perform a work in which they will depict their
real or imaginary dreams and find titles for them.
Dali gave his works such names as "The Persistence of Memory", "Elephants", "Battle in the Clouds", "SelfPortrait with Fried Bacon", "Inventions of the Monsters".

They draw a surrealist picture with a title.

MATERIALS:
Sketchbook, 50x70 white or colored drawing paper, acrylic paint, brush, water cup, apron

TIME: 75 minutes
GAINS:
o

What topics are covered in Salvador Dali's works? "His dreams, fantasies, fears and
imaginations, which are also the artist's source of inspiration.)
o How did he name his works? (With unusual names.)
o What feelings do his works arouse? (Children can talk about ther own feelings.)o
Is it clear that it is surrealist? (Yes, because it has been done out of imagination.) o
A few works are chosen and compared to each other.
Children respond to such questions. Children learn about Salvador Dali's surrealist
understanding.
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PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about surrealist dream paintings and finding a title for them
they will work on, materials are placed on the desks.
1. Children draw surrealist dream pictures on their sketchbooks with pencil, color and
felt-tip pens.
2. A painting related to the chosen subject is drawn on 50x70 cm white or colored drawing
paper with acrylic paint.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up, and surrealist dream paintings with titles are
either taped on the wall or hung on the rope with latches. Children briefly report on what they
have achieved.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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8. WEEK: MAKING SUPER SURREALIST SCULPTURES

Remarks:
Surrealists created exaggerated and irrational works with thoughts between dream and reality from time
to time. Getting inspiration from Salvador Dali's works like "Lobster Telephone", "Soft Self-Portrait with
Fried Bacon", "Melting Clocks", children make a surrealist sculpture by using waste materials.

They make a surrealist sculpture with a title.

DURATION: 55 minutes
MATERIALS:
A selection from all types of recyclable materials (cardboard box, box, EVA material, foil,
paper plate, wood, wire, found objects, rope etc.), tape, glue, (acrylic paint, brush, water cup,
newspaper), apron

GAINS:
o

How are surrealist sculptures different from other sculptures? (Surrealist sculptures
can be "weird" and unusual.)
o Are there any sculptures where you live? (By the street, in the park, at
home etc.) o Do you like the presence of sculptures in public spaces?
o What are the differences between a painting and a sculpture? (Difference related to
2D and 3D.)
Children respond to such questions. Children make associations between Salvador Dali's
surrealist sculptures and paintings and raise their consciousness on the issue, and they learn
how to make a sculpture.
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PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
After the children are informed about surrealist sculpture practice they will work on, materials
are placed on the desks.
During this work, especially cardboard box and all types of recyclable materials are kept
ready.
1. Children do the preliminary drawings of a sculpture on their sketchbooks. The child
decides himself/herself on how to form the sculpture and names the sculpture he/she will
make.
2. Each child gets materials according to the content of the surrealist sculpture they will
design.
3. The chosen cardboard box, box etc. are brought together and a design is made.
4. The chosen materials are stuck together with tape, rope, glue etc.
(5. It can be painted with acrylic paint. If paint is going to be used, the desks are covered with
newspaper etc.)

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children introduce their imaginary surrealist
sculptures to the group.
Children choose 3 works suitable for the subject for archival purposes, and the rest of the
works are wrapped and taken home.
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9. WEEK: DOING GROUP COLLAGE WORK IN ORDER TO DRAW
ATTENTION
TO GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Remarks:
Global climate change problem is getting even more serious every passing day. Climate change manifests
itself through the increase in the number of droughts, desertification, floods, typhoons, storms, tornadoes
and unbalanced precipitation. It is necessary to take steps in order to stop climate change and protect the
nature.

A group work is performed in order to draw attention to the problems related to global climate
change and raise awareness.

MATERIALS:
Large size craft paper, marker, acrylic paint, newspaper, tape, cloth, recyclable materials,
large brush, glue, water cup, scissors, silicon glue, apron

TIME: 75 minutes
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GAINS:
o What is global climate change? (The disruption of climate balance all over the
world.)o Does climate change occur only in Turkey? (It occurs all over the world.)
o Why is climate change important for people? (It is a vital threat for the future.)
o How can we prevent climate change? (More conscious consumption etc.)
o How can we protect our environment? (By using less water, by not using plastic etc.)
Children respond to such questions. An awareness is raised about global climate change, a
common topic for the work is determined, and children do a large size collage work on
climate change, and they learn to share.

PLANNING:
Depending on the topic of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop. The volunteer makes preparations for the group work before the children arrive
at the workshop.
Children are informed about the issue of global climate change which they will work on, and
ideas are exchanged for the group work followed by a decision on a common subject ("Less
Consumption, Clean Environment" etc.). Then, materials are laid out on the desks.
1. Before the study, the large-sized craft papers to be used in group work are brought together and
taped on their back surfaces (e.g. 2,5 meters long)

2. First of all, children are explained that group work is a collaborative work with a common
goal. Children are divided into groups of two.
3. Children determine a common topic for the group work to be performed.
4. Large-size craft paper is hung on the wall with tape or laid out on the floor. The floor is
covered with old newspapers.
5. Drawings on determined topics are made on colored papers, and collage pieces are
prepared.
6. Before they are glued, the collage pieces are arranged on a large craft paper in a certain
order and then they are glued.
7. The large collage prepared is painted with acrylic paint where desired.
8. Optionally, suitable recyclable materials can be glued by the volunteer with silicon glue.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on their group work on
global climate change. (The names of the groups and the children are written on the back of
their works.)
Group collages are stored away to be archived.
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10. WEEK: CREATING A SCENARIO AND STICK PUPPET CHARACTERS
FOR SHADOW PUPPETRY

Remarks:
Global climate change problem is getting even more serious every passing day. Climate
change manifests itself through the increase in the number of droughts, desertification, floods,
typhoons, storms, tornadoes and unbalanced precipitation. It is necessary to take steps in order
to stop climate change and protect the nature.

In collaboration, children form their stories and scenarios in small groups, design their
characters and play shadow puppetry.

1.ACTIVITY: FORMING A SCENARIO AND CREATING PUPPET CHARACTERS

MATERIALS:
Sketchbooks, A4 black drawing paper, color pen, oil pastel, wooden stick, tape, scissors

DURATION: 40 minutes
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GAINS:
o Children learn what shadow puppetry is.
o A scenario is prepared. (Introductiondevelopment-conclusion.)o Roles are
determined.
o Children create stick puppets for shadow puppetry by using various
materials. o They learn about co-operation and collaboration, and they play
games.
o Communication is established through creative and verbal expression.
o Children learn what shadow puppetry is, and they make stick puppets.

PLANNING:
Depending on the content of the week, materials to be used are made available in the
workshop.
A 4-minute video on stick puppet titled "How To Make a Shadow Puppet" is watched:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsdMqNIcrls
After the children are informed about the scenario and puppet practice they will work on,
materials are placed on the desks.
1. First of all, children are explained that group work is a collaborative work with a common
goal. Children are divided into groups of two or three.
2. Each group create their own characters according to their scenarios. (They discuss issues
such as who will take what role, how they will play etc.) A short demo is prepared to display.
3. Children make the preliminary drawings of their puppets (3-5 characters) on their
sketchbooks.
4. Children draw their stick puppet characters on a drawing paper as a silhouette, cut around
it and paint it with oil pastel.
5. Sticks are taped behind each character and made ready.

2. ACTIVITY: MAKING A PORTABLE STAGE FOR SHADOW PUPPETRY
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Remarks:
When we place an object in front of a source of light, the dark figure occurring on the opposite side is
called a shadow. The darkness of the shadow is determined by the transparency of the object and the
intensity of the source of light. The size of the shadow varies according to the movement of the puppet
between the light and the screen. When the puppets are moved closer to the light, their size increases,
and if they are moved away, they become smaller.

Shadow puppetry is performed with the participation of all children; the person who moves
the puppets is nor seen on the stage.
Portable stage construction.

MATERIALS:
Lamp, a large cardboard box for the portable stage, stationery knife, scissors, semitransparent paper (cooking paper, tracing paper)

TIME:50 minutes
PLANNING:
Children watch a 1-minute video on shadow puppetry titled "Making Shadow Puppetry":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_N3ral32Few
Materials to be used for the portable stage are made available in the workshop. (Large
cardboard box, cooking paper). Preparations before the work are made by the volunteer.
1. A large size cardboard box is made available for creating a common puppet stage. (As
shown in the video.) The volunteer cuts the cardboard box (with a stationery knife).
2. The volunteer prepares a stage window in the cardboard large enough for the puppets to
be seen.
3. A semi-transparent paper(cooking paper, tracing paper etc.) is placed over the stage
window and the sides are taped.
4. The groups take turns playing their puppets behind the portable stage.

ASSESSMENT:
In the last 15 minutes, working area is tidied up. Children briefly report on their shadow
puppetry shows.
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GLOSSARY:
Primary colors: Yellow, red, blue
Secondary colors: Green, orange, purple
Acrylic paint: Odorless, quick drying water based paint
Accessory: Complementary objects in women's clothes such as bag, belt, scarf, jewelry etc.
Archive: The place where information/documents are kept
Acetate Thin transparent plastic layer
Form: Shape, form
Design: Drawing
Vertical: Pointing upwards
Sketch: Draft drawing created before drawing the design
Sketchbook: Draft book where designs and drawings are made
EVA material:sponge-like hobby material
Background: Scenery at the back
Figure: Any real or imaginary type of creature or object in visual arts
Recycling: Reusing the materials that are out of use, putting into use again
Recyclable materials: all types of garbage such as used plastic bottles and milk cartons
Graffiti: Street paintings usually made on the walls of public spaces
Contemporary art: Innovative art of today performed by using all types of materials
Sculpture: 3D structure shaped from various materials such as clay metal, stone etc.
Interactive: having mutual connection, two-way participation
Clay: Mud-like natural material found in nature
Clay tablet: Ancient document written in cuneiform on clay plate cooked or dried under the
sun
Collage: Gluing a variety of materials on a flat surface
Composition: Creating a product by combining different items
Global climate change: Change in the climate as a result of global and regional warming
Craft paper: Brown packaging/wrapping paper
Model: 3D sample in draft form in architecture and artMarker: Thick felt-tip
pen
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Monochrome: Different tones of color obtained from one color
Cardboard: Hard, grey carton
Self-portrait: Making one's own portrait through a picture or photograph
Palette: The plate on which painters put their paint
Perspective: The look of things, objects, scenery etc. from a distance
Pipette: Straw used for drinking
Portrait: Picture or photograph showing the upper body
Project: Uncompleted and progressing work
Cellophane: Transparent paper
Silhouette: Appearance of a thing with only outlines in mono color
Warm colors : Yellow, red, orange
Cool colors : Blue, green, purple
Concrete: that which looks like a certain thing (figurative)
Abstract: That which looks like an uncertain thing
Surrealist: Someone combining the conscious and the unconscious
Sürrealizm (Gerçeküstücülük): 20.yy.’da Avrupa’da ortaya çıkan, bilinç ve bilinç dışını
birleştiren bir akım
Template : Pattern that is made of any material and can be used again and again
Design: Plan developed in order to realize a creative idea, draft
Draft: Uncompleted drawing or form with main outlines
Theme: Main subject
Basic colors: Primary and secondary colors
Typographic poster: Poster with letters and symbols on it
Three dimensional : comprising width, length and depth, seen from all angles
Horizontal: Parallel to the ground
Zentangle: An abstract drawing made with repeated designs
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